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Select drill to open the drill webpage: 

POOL PRACTICE ROUTINE

or click here.
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	0: [Up the Spots]
	1: 
	0: [The Ghost]
	1: [Pool Drills]


	1: 
	0: [The Line]
	1: [One Side]

	2: 
	0: [Tor Lowry]
	1: [Drills]

	3: 
	0: [Stop Shot]
	1: [Carom Drill]




	T: 
	0: Beginner routine.Shoot up the spots to begin the session. If you are getting the cue ball back to your tip, focus on how you arm feels when stroking straight. If you are struggling, make note of which side you are missing to and by how much
	1: 
	0: Take what you learned from the last drill and ingrain it in your head before potting balls. Shoot balls directly into the pockets, but don't get lazy. Focus on recreating the feeling that you had when you were successful shooting up the spots.
	1: Shoot straight in shots from a distance you are comfortable with. If you make 5 in a row, increase the distance slightly until you make 5 more. The exact stroke that worked for up the spots will pocket the ball here.
	2: Make sure the pot is easy enough that you will make it every time. Work your way through the balls, experimenting with different ways to get the same result. Only use the vertical axis of the cueball. Don't worry too much about making the carom, just focus on where the cue ball is going.
	4: Play the 3 ball ghost. Rack 3 balls in a triangle and break (softly helps), run them in order. Reset if you miss and count a loss.
	3: 
	1: Now is the time to work on problem shots, or just goof around.
	0: 
	0: Start with 5 balls between the short rail and foot spot. Add 1 more ball after completing. Focus on keeping the cue ball off the rail using the skills you developed last drill.
	1: Start with just the 3 balls closest to the end rail and the 8. Increase balls as you are successful. This will develop your end game 8 ball skills.






